


COLOR VERSIONS

BLACK/BLUE

BLACK



THE PERFECT STAGE FOR YOUR GEAR

The SKILLER SGD1 is a robust gaming and work desk. It distinguishes itself not only because of its modern gaming style 
but also because of its specialized functionality for gamers. The tabletop is large enough for essential equipment, while 
the ergonomically chamfered edges ensure comfortable gaming and working even over long periods. Thanks to the 
integrated cable management system, tidiness is guaranteed for all the peripherals.



ADJUSTABLE TO YOUR NEEDS

78 CM

70 CM 140 CM

CABLE MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM
The cable management system 
can be attached, as required, in 
either of two directions.

ROBUST AND
ADJUSTABLE
For a secure stand on uneven floors 
and a balanced sitting position, the 
desk feet can be adjusted in height.

SCRATCH RESISTANT SURFACE



PRACTICAL AND STYLISH

MODERN LOOKS IN GAMING STYLE
With a sportive design, the SKILLER SGD1 is consciously aimed 
at gamers who want to show their style. With its special tabletop 
form and the trim SKILLER design of the desk legs, the SKILLER 
SGD1 stands out from classic desks and makes the perfect 
foundation for exciting gaming setups.  

CLEVER TABLETOP DESIGN
The chamfered edges of the top of the desk provide rest for 
wrists and hands. Thus, long work or gaming sessions can 
remain comfortable. For a neat and tidy desk, all cables can be 
conveniently laid through the recess at the back of the tabletop 
and led into the cable management system.



SPECIFICATIONS

General:
 Color Versions: 

 Desktop Material: 
 Leg Material:
 Max. Weight Capacity 
 (evenly distributed):
 Assembly Required:
 Dimensions (L x W x H): 
 Weight:

Black/Blue
Black
Wood
Steel

50 kg


140 x 70 x 78 cm
28 kg

Package Contents:
 SKILLER SGD1 
 Set of Adjustable Desk Feet
 Set of Mounting Screws 
 Allen Wrench
 Manual


